DNA supercoiling response of the sigma 54-dependent Klebsiella pneumoniae nifL promoter in vitro.
Transcription from the sigma 54-dependent Klebsiella pneumoniae nifL and glnAp2 promoters is activated by the general nitrogen regulatory protein NTRC. Unlike the glnAp2 promoter, which is relatively insensitive to changes in DNA supercoiling, transcription from nifL in vitro in a chloride-based buffer is supercoiling-dependent at physiological salt concentrations. The replacement of chloride with an acetate-based buffer decreases the stringency of the nifL supercoiling response, but open complexes formed on linear nifL promoter DNA under these conditions are unstable and less extensive than those found on supercoiled (form I) DNA. We have introduced mutations in particular elements of the nifL promoter that increase its homology to glnAp2. At the wild-type nifL promoter, sigma 54-RNA polymerase makes only limited contacts with the promoter in the absence of NTRC. However, a G to T change at -26 (nifL74) allows the formation of a stable closed complex with sigma 54-holoenzyme on both linear and form I templates in the absence of the activator. The combination of C to T mutations at -3 and -1 (nifL18) increases the A+T rich nature of the melted region and stabilizes open complexes formed on linear DNA. Open complex formation as a function of superhelical density was assessed at each promoter. Formation of open complexes at glnAp2 peaks at -0.024 and declines at higher superhelical densities, whereas at the wild-type nifL promoter, open complex formation peaks at -0.067 and is not detectable at superhelical densities less than -0.032. Both the nifL74 and nifL18 mutations altered the supercoiling response, increasing the ability to form open complexes at low superhelical densities. The presence of the nifL74 and nifL18 mutations in combination further altered the response of the promoter to DNA supercoiling. These observations suggest that the promoter as a whole, and not any one promoter element, mediates the transcriptional response to DNA supercoiling.